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OBJECTIVES
Create unique visual experiences algorithmically
using perceptual loss and deep neural networks
that mimic man-made paintings, then extend to
applications in anime colorization and medical
imaging. Steps to achieve this,

1. Use VGG network pre-trained on ImageNet
2. Extract representations that separate style

from content
3. Define loss functions to minimize style dif-

ferences between images
4. Define optimization problem to iteratively

update input image
5. Extend to application domains

STYLE TRANSFER

Figure 1: VGG pre-trained network for representation extraction

The optimization problem minimizes a weighted sum total loss from both content and style represen-
tations while iteratively updating pixel values of the input image until the result preserves content and
style of the target images.

Figure 2: Scream to Toronto skyline style transfer
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FUTURE RESEARCH

• Replace L1 loss in the generator with percep-
tual loss
• Use Cycle Gan architecture to preserve low

level features of line-art

• Replace Canny edge detection with Sobel
operator

• Continue training with existing weights on
medical image dataset

PERCEPTUAL LOSS
The following materials were required for style
transfer:

• Weights from pre-trained network like VGG
• Style and content targets

The following loss functions were used for opti-
mization:
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Lstyle(a, x) = wlEl (3)

Content loss (1) takes the euclidean distance be-
tween intermediate representations of the input
image and the target content image extracted
from layer 5 of VGG. Style loss (2) takes the eu-
clidean distance between the gram matrices of in-
termediate representations from multiple places
in VGG. These per layer style losses are then con-
catenated using a weighted sum (3) to give style
representations that include both low level and
high level features.

ANIMATION COLORIZATION

Traditional GAN’s utilize a noise vector as input for the generator. In the case of colorization, the input
is a grayscale or canny image. Thus the loss is modified to account for that condition.

min
θG

J (G)(θD, θG) = min
θG
−Ez[log(D(G(0z|x)))] + λ||G(0z|x)− y||1 (4)

max
θD

J (D)(θD, θG) = max
θD

(Ey[log(D(y|x))] + Ez[log(1−D(G(0z|x)|x))]) (5)

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 3: Grayscale, Ground Truth, Colorized

Figure 4: Line-art, Ground Truth, Colorized

Condition Epochs Accuracy

Grayscale 30 0.632
Lineart 30 0.32

Table 1: Accuracy comparison

U-Net skip connections preserves low level fea-
tures of the input image which creates signifi-
cantly less blurring in the final output. In the case
of line-art created using Canny edge detection,
significantly less low level features exist to be pre-
served from the generator creating more inconsis-
tencies in comparison to grayscale input. This is
even more evident from the accuracy difference
of both networks after being trained for the same
amount of time. Although the result is accept-
able, it can be improved. The existing network
can streamline the animation process from hand
drawn images to fully colored frames in anime
production.


